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Proposal seeks
Mardi Gras solutions
T h e c o m m u n it y d e v e lo p m e n t
id e a w a s d ra fte d a s a w a y to
id e n tify p r o b le m s b e tw e e n
s t u d e n t s a n d a r e a r e s id e n t s

Nicole Angelón!
MUSTANG DAILY

KATIE ZEALER MUSTANG DAILY

A demonstration of sculptures were on display in the UU plaza Thursday for ReMEmber week.

Smart case still alive
Devin Kingdon
MUSTANG DAILY

Nearly eight years after C'al Poly
freshman Kristin Smart disappeared
after walking back to her dorm from
a party, her family is still looking for
closure.
Kristin Smarts mother, Denise
Smart, recently visited San Luis
Obispo to check on the status of the
case and keep community awareness
alive.
Smart was last seen with another
Cal Poly student, Paul Flores, who
allegedly walked her back to Muir
Hall after a fraternity party on May
25, 1996.
Detective Steve Bolts of the San
Luis Obispo Sheriff’s Department
said the case is still under investiga
tion, and Flores is still the only sus
pect identified to date.
“I came to San Luis most impor-

How you can help
•P o s t tip s a b o u t the
Kristin S m a r t c a s e at
w w w .so n o fsu sa n .c o m
• M a k e d o n a tio n s to the Find
K ristin S m a r t Fund at M idS ta te B a n k

tantly to see where the investigation
currently stands,” Smart said. “ 1
mean, it has been eight years since
my daughter disappeared, and I still
believe there are people out there
who know what happened to her.”
Bolts said the case is being looked
at by a full-time staff of sheriff’s
department employees and other
agency officials.
“This group has been working for
the last six months in an off-site
location,” Bolts said. “The FBI and
the San Luis Obispo District
Attorney’s Office are directly

involved, while other agencies are
used as needed; this includes
University Police.”
However, Smart said she has been
frustrated with law enforcement
agencies working on her daughter’s
case.
“1 hope they are doing all they
can to find her,” Smart said. “We
haven’t been given a lot of informa
tion fmm law enforcement, but you
have to trust them; you don’t have
any other choice.”
Bolts agreed that there have been
problems with the Smart family in
the past but hopes to alleviate some
of that tension.
“Relations with the Smart family
have been strained at times, but we
will not and do not conduct investi
gations in a glass room,” Bolts said
“They opt for a full, public investisee Smart, paga 2

The beads have fallen and the
out-of-towners have gone home,
but the City of San Luis Obispo,
Cal Poly and other community
organizations are attempting to
work together to ensure that this
year’s Mardi Gras problems will not
be repeated.
A community development pro
posal, which stemmed from a stu
dent feedback session regarding
Mardi Gras, was drafted as a way to
identify problems and potential
solutions that students and com
munity members have expressed.
“The students and community
members all agreed on a lot of the
problems that San Luis Obispo is
m a s s a c :h u s e t t s

Student
from Chico
found dead
Denise Lavoie
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WELLESLEY, Mass. — A
Wellesley College freshman from
Chico, who had been missing
since Monday, was found dead
Thursday in a wooded area on the
sprawling campus, officials said.
They stressed there was no obvi
ous sign o f foul play.
KateLynn Palmer, 18, was last
seen Monday afternoon by one of
her roommates, school spokes
woman Mary Ann Hill said. The
roommates reported her missing on

having,” Associated Students Inc.
President Alison Anderson said. “It
was really great to watch everyone
work together.”
The proposal outlines different
organizations in San Luis Obispo,
creating possible goals for each.
One such suggestion is that ASI
might facilitate the creation of an
ASI
Off-Campus
Housing
Resource Center. The center
would be available to students and
neighbors in search of information
regarding their rights and responsi
bilities.
“An off-campus resource center
like the one proposed is a good
idea for many reasons,” civil engi
neering senior Anderson said.
“People need a place to go to
address things like tenant-landlord
problems, and right now, the few
resources that are out there are
scattered. This would create a cen
tral location for everyone.”
s e e Community, page 2
Wednesday.
The cause of death was not
immediately known.
“Our hearts and prayers are with
her family and her friends,” Hill
said. “This is a tragic situation.’^
There were no obvious signs of
trauma to the body, which was
discovered behind a dormitory
and near a small culvert at the
elite women’s college, investiga
tors said.
An autopsy was performed by
the state medical examiner’s office,
but the manner and cause of death
were still undetermined late
Thursday, said David Traub, a
spokesman for the Norfolk district
attorney’s office.
Traub said the body had no gun
shot wounds, stab wounds or indi
cations of a beating.
“There were no signs of blunt
trauma or that kind of injury,”
Traub said. “At this point, they’re
see Chico, page 2

Critics question why UC executives are getting pay increases
BERKELEY (AP) — Critics
question why some top executives at
the University of California received
pay hikes despite a funding crisis that
is forcing the system to cut enroll
ment and contemplate raising stu
dent fees.
The incoming chancellor of the
UC San Diego campus is being paid
$350,(KK), nearly $70,(KK) more than
her predecessor. In February, a new
UC provost was appointed with a
salary of $380,(KK), almost $100,(XX)

TNSTDE

more than the previous incumbent.
Searches are under way for new
chancellors at the Berkeley and
Santa Cruz campuses and critics
predict more hikes.
“Each time they raise one per
son’s salary, it becomes a justification
for raising the salaries of other peo
ple in similar positions and those
below them,” said Claudia Horning,
state president of U C ’s clerical
union, whose membership did not
get a raise this year, “But of course

this logic applies only at the top
administration.”
UC officials say the system’s
executive salaries have lagged
behind those at comparable institu
tions for years and they must try to
pay market rate to get the best can
didates.
“UC is in a very tough spot,” said
spokesman Paul Schwartz. “We
know that morale is down because
of lack of salary increases. We’d like
to raise everyone’s salaries to where

they should be, but we need the
resources for that.”
An independent study found the
average UC chancellor salary of
$290,490 is 34 percent less than the
average for chancellon at 26 public
and private institutions. Looking at
just public schools, UC pay was 2
percent below the average.
George Blumenthal, vice chair of
the faculty academic council, said
that the provost salary went up
because of a previous raise to a

senior vice president who had got
ten an offer elsewhere. The UC
president’s pay also went up, to
|395,(KX), when a new man was
hired for the job last year.
Blumenthal said the market is
demanding those kind of salaries and
“I want the best people.” .
At the same time, he’s concerned.
“I think there is a morale issue for
the university, and a sense that the
rich are getting richer and the poor
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Smart

continued from page 1

Ration and that is not our policy, but
vve have been trying to break new
ground with them and hopefully
keep them better informed.”
Out the Smart family doesn’t only
want to have access to more informa
tion, they want to use it to raise com
munity awareness about their daugh
ter’s disappearance as well as other
missing persons. For this reason,
Denise Smart appeared on various
radio and television news broadcasts
last week.
“The greatest gift we can give
Kristin is to keep looking and keep
her memory alive,” Smart said.
“Someone in this area knows some
thing about her disappearance. We still
need the community’s help and part of
the problem is that people have for
gotten and moved on. 1 get people
telling me ‘Oh, I thought they found
her’and that is simply not the case.The
community used their eyes and ears
immensely in the Laci Peterson case
,and we need that too. Police simply
can’t do everything.”
At www.sonofsusan.com, tips
about the Kristin Smart ca.se can be
left anonymously. The information is
then forwarded to law enforcement.
However, Bolts said, much of the
information posted on the Web site is
unconfirmed by police and is often
made up of rumors and speculation.
“I can’t directly discuss any of the
evidence in this case because it is an
ongoing investigation, but it is com
mon knowledge that cadaver dogs did
lead investigators directly to Paul
Flores’ dorm room door,” Bolts said.
That search, however, did not occur
until the end of the school year, when
all the students had already moved out
of the dorms, including Flores,
according to previous news reports.
The search supposedly did not
occur earlier because of jurisdiction

I

discrepancies between the sheriff’s
department and UlM), according to
the Student Press Law Center. This
eventually led to the passing of the
Kristin Smart Campus Safety Act of
1998, which requires university
police, both public and private, and
local law enforcement agencies to
enter into written agreements dele
gating who has responsibility for
investigating violent crimes occurring
on campus.
“That law is about communication
between agencies,” UPD Chief Tony
Aeilts said. “I arrived at Cal Poly three
years after the incident but we have
continued to partner with the sheriff’s
department on this ongoing case. We
want the community to know that
we’re there and will continue to be
there.”
In an attempt to avoid similar inci
dents, UPD sends out an e-mail twice
a year, advising students in the resi
dence halls to notify someone if they
leave for the weekend.
“We want to create an atmosphere
of safety,” Aeilts said. “We’ve been
sending this e-mail for a couple of
years now, and we have seen a large
decline in reports of missing persons.”
According to UPD, statistics
reported that cases have declined from
21 in 2(MM) to seven in 2(H)1.
Smart says she and her husband,
Stan, will continue to look for their
daughter until she is found.
“My son grew up without his sis
ter,” Denise Smart said. “1 have to
keep looking because it allows me to
go on to the next day. 1 pray for the
day someone can put the last piece
of the puzzle together and bring her
back to us.”
Donations to the Find Kristin
Smart Fund can be made at Mid-State
Bank and at the Web site which con
tains a PayPal link. The funds will go
toward a civil case against Florns and
also the placement of possibly two
billboaals along Highway 101.

Cal Poly proposed to increase
programming that addresses stu
dent behavior and responsibilities.
Also, the university could provide
extra staffing to increase commu
nity policing with the University
Police Department in areas near
campus.
“1 don’t think that extra polic
ing would make that much of a
difference,” said architectural
engineering junior Tim Lindsey
said. “Mardi Gras was an isolated
situation this year, and the people
from out of town don’t seem to
care if we have police here or
not.
The City of San Luis Obispo
might join UPD in increasing
policing, and they could create
special events and outreach task

Chico
continued from page 1
doing some further medical tests
to see if they can ascertain what
the cause of death was.”
Toxicology tests were among
the tests planned, he said.
“At this point, we still don’t
have grounds to determine if
there’s foul play involved here.
What we’ve collected thus far has
not led us to make that kind of
determination,” Traub said.
Traub said investigators have
spoken to I’almer’s roommates
and friends to try to determine

what she did just before she was
last seen.
Palmer’s family in C'alifornia
was notified o f her death.
Wellesley
President
Diana
Chapman Walsh informed stu
dents and faculty in an e-mail.
Walsh “wanted to make sure
that people knew that the initial
examination revealed no outward
signs of foul play, to allay concerns
they might have for their own
safety,” Hill said.
Wellesley, an elite all-women’s
school with 2,300 students, is on a
500-acre campus in an affluent
suburb west of Boston.

Pay hike OKd
for teachers
in schools
for the deaf
Jennifer Coleman
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SACRAMENTO — Teachers at
two state-run schools for the deaf
and the blind could get a pay raise
under a bill approved Wednesday by
an Assembly committee.
Assemblyman John Dutra said the
salaries for teachers in the three
state-run special schools are as much
as 40 percent less than those of
teachers in nearby local public
schools, leading to high turnover
among staff and frequent vacancies.
About 1,000 students attend the
two state-run California Schools for
the Deaf, one in Riverside and the
other in Fremont. Another 110 stu
dents are enrolled at the state School
for the Blind in Fremont.
Dutra, D-Fremont, wants the state
schools to base teacher and adminis
trator salaries on what comparable
jobs pay in local school districts.
“The amount of money necessary
to take care of the problem isn’t
huge. It’s probably around $10 mil
lion,” he said. “What’s more signifi
cant is that the students and the
teachers deserve better treatment
and equal treatment.”

San Jose State appoints new president
SAN JC'ISE (AP) — Paul Yu, the
president of the State University of
New York College at Brockport,
was appointed as the new' president
of San Jose State University on
Tuesday.
“Paul Yu will be a remarkable
president.” said Bill Hauck, a mem
ber of the CLilifornia State
University Board of Trustees. “He
will provide the leadership to chart

the future course of the campus and
the vision to expand its academic
reputation.”
Yu, a professor of philosophy, has
been president of SUNY-Bix>ckport
since 1997. Prior to that, he w'as
provost and senior vice president
for academic atfiirs at Butler
University.
He also served as associated dean
of the C'ollege of Arts and Sciences

and chair o f the philosophy depart
ment
at
Central
Michigan
University. He was a Fulbright
Lecturer in Philosophy at National
Taiwan University.
“ I am delighted to have the
opportunity to become a member
of San Jose State University, an
institution with a great past and, in
view of its enormous potential, an
even greater future,”Yu said.
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forces. Supporting the Rental
Inspection Program is also on the
list for the city. This proposed
change is designed to ensure ade
quate tenant living conditions and
to help keep neighborhoods up to
standards.
The concept of creating part
nerships between community
organizations, the city and Cal
Poly is an effort to avoid situa
tions like this year’s at Mardi
Gras.
“The way 1 see it, students are
coming from out of town for
Mardi Gras either way, and we
need to work as a community to
come up with solutions,”
Anderson said. “It’s amazing that
neighborhood associations and
the students have come together
to work on this, but we do need
the city to pave the way. We can’t
do it all ourselves.”
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State Briefs

National Briefs

LOS ANGELES — The U.S. Supreme Court is
scheduled to hear a case Monday involving a former
police officer convicted o f murder who claims his
rights were violated when he wasn't advised o f a
deadline for filing a federal appeal.
The time limit was established in 1996 by the federal
Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act, which
attorneys said has kept many prisoners from challenging
their convictions.
It gives defendants one year to file a federal appeal after
they have exhausted all state legal challenges.
• • •
SANTA BARBARA — Teresa Heinz Kerry won’t
m odel herself on either Hillary Clinton or Nancy
Reagan if her husband, presumptive Democratic
presidential nominee John Kerry, reaches the White
House.
Speaking at a Montecito fundraiser Saturday, Heinz
Kerry, 65, said she would “continue to be me.”
That “me” is a wealthy philanthropist; a former
Republican who only recently switched party affiliations;
and a champion of women’s issues, the environment, the
arts and education.
Heinz Kerry promised that if she makes the White
House, she would “work hard. 1 would enable people, have
some fun doing it, learn a lot and help my husband that
way and our kids.”
• • •
LOS ANGELES — U.S. gasoline prices climbed 3
more cents per gallon in the past two weeks because
o f high crude oil prices, tight capacity and rising
demand, an analyst said Sunday.
The nationwide average for all gasoline grades, includ
ing taxes, was nearly $1.86 per gallon on Friday, up 3.07
cents from April 9, according to the Lundberg Survey of
8,0(X) stations nationwide.
— Associated Press

World Briefs

EUGENE, Ore. — Oregon State Police issued an
‘Amber Alert Saturday for a 16-year-old girl believed
to be kidnapped from a Eugene apartment.
Police said Marlin Moreno apparently was taken at about
11:30 p.m Friday and is believed to be in danger.
She is described as 5-foot-7, 170 pounds, with long curly
brown hair. She was last seen wearing a black shirt and a
grey skirt with pink diagonal stripes.
Anyone with information should call 1-866-5AmberS
(1-866-526-2375).
• • •
WASHINGTON — Senate Republicans this week
will launch a series o f hearings to prom ote the value
o f traditional marriage, a move some Democrats are call
ing an election year ploy that is none of Congress’ business.
According to a GOP memo obtained by The Associated
Press, the hearings will represent a “full-court push to edu
cate the public on the importance of marriage.”
Four committees are expected to hold hearings over the
next two weeks, beginning Wednesday with a Health sub
committee’s discussion on “Healthy Marriage: What is it and
why should we promote it?”
Democrats say the publicity blitz smacks of politics and
dismiss it as an effort to garner votes among the nation’s
largest constituency — heterosexual married couples.
• • •
WASHINGTON — A soybean shortage could push
prices a bit higher this summer for consumer items
ranging from baby food to frozen desserts.
Poor rainfall and attacks by sap-sucking aphids last year
have driven inventories down to their lowest level in more
than three decades.
America could squeak by, satisfying its needs for food and
livestock feeds, the experts say. But it would have “the
absolute minimum working stocks,” said Keith Collins, the
Agriculture Department’s chief economist.
— Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Suicide attackers detonated
explosive-laden boats near oil facilities in the Persian
Gulf on Saturday, killing two U.S. Navy sailors in a new
tactic against Iraq’s vital oil industry. Elsewhere, violence
across Iraq killed at least 33 Iraqis and four American soldiers.
It was the first such maritime attack against oil facilities
since U.S. troops invaded Iraq more than a year ago. The
blasts resembled attacks in 2()()0 and 2002 — blamed on al
Qaeda — against the USS Cole and a French oil tanker off
the coast of Yemen that killed 17 American sailors and a
tanker crewman.
• • •
DANDONG, China — Injured children lay on file
cabinets as an overcrowded North Korean hospital
struggled to cope without enough beds or medicine
for hundreds o f victims from last week’s train explo
sion, an aid worker who visited the facility said Sunday.
Sinuiju Provincial Hospital, just across the border from
China, was treating 360 people injured in the blast, accord
ing to Tony Banbury, Asia regional director for the U.N.
World Food Program. More than 60 percent of the victims
there were children, he said.
Thursday’s huge explosion in the town of Ryongchon,
fed by oil and chemicals, killed 161 people and injured at
least 1,300, officials said.
• • •
PRISTINA, Serbia-Montenegro — Authorities are
investigating whether a Jordanian U.N. policeman who
killed three American corrections officers in a gunbat- de at a Kosovo prison had links to the Palestinian mil
itant group Hamas, a senior NATO official said.
As investigators tried to pin down Sgt. Maj. Ahmed
Mustafa Ibrahim Ali’s motive, a clearer picture of the April
17 attack emerged this week. Witnesses, U.N. officials, med
ical personnel and NATO officers, in interviews with The
Associated Press, described a scene in which the officers
were trapped between a locked gate and Ali’s assault rifle.
— Associated Press
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T lie sniffling, sneezing, Is Iraq comparable to Vietnam ?
coughing, aching,
stuffy head, so you
can rest colum n
Commentary

¡Commentary

Kleenex boxes have run low at the grocery store. Professors have
grown more difficult to hear amongst the sniffling and sneezing. Students
are continuously searching for cover in the over-the-counter (and highly
expensive) medicine aisles of the drug store.
It’s official. The allergy season is here and it’s here to stay (well, at least
for a couple of months).
San Luis Obispo is one of the worst places for allergy sufferers to live.
With the cow/manure pastures, the windy valley and the high density of
pollen, it’s neariy impossible to escape the wrath of this dreaded allergy
season.
Allergies are no fun. Unless you consider walking around teary-eyed,
with snot dripping down your face and ears plugged fiin. That’s what we
thought.
Whether or not you get springtime allergies, we know everyone is
automatically affected by the season. While sufferers scramble for the last
piece of tissue, non-sufferers are forced to deal with bodily noises, com
plaints and allergy pill-induced drowsiness.
Really, how many times can the non-allergy sufferers say, “Bless you’’
without forgetting the meaning of the words?
And if you pay attention, you will notice that
about the 6rst three or four “bless yous’’ will be
full of enthusiasm and sympathy, as the non-aller
gist tries to understand your plight. But when it
gets around the 21st or 22nd sneeze in a row,
you’ll be lucky if you get a “dammit, go blow
your nose!” out of them. They may have already
__
left the premises in search of a Michael JacksonJ ^ g I I T
like surgical mask for protection from all the irriniTAiiiiii
tants in the air.
? r B IT C H IN '
But to those non-allergy-sufferers out there,
we have one wise thing to say to you: Quit yer
bitchin.’ Consider yourselves very lucky to not
have to endure the hardships of the allergy season.
While you may be somehow affected by other’s
allergies, you need to get over it. Allergy sufferers
worse than you, and there’s nothing we
can do about it.
“Take some medicine,” you may say. But after
experimenting with Claritin, Allegra and
Sudafed, one thing is for sure — nothing will ever fully cure allergies
(short of throwing all allergy sufferers into one huge incubator until the
season passes).
Among the many problems allergy-sufferers must deal with, there’s one
never-ending dilemma. Do we seek refuge in the fresh, pollinated air of
the outdoors or the musty, recycled air of the indoors? Like we said
before, there’s no escaping the barrage of allergy attacks, inside or outside.
Then there’s the car issue that affects anyone with four wheels. After a
nice breezy night, the blue shade of our cars turns into a lovely chartreuse
thanks to the protective, yet deadly, layer of pollen that overtakes our vehi
cles.
O f course, most poUenized victims don’t even know if they’re experi
encing allergies or a vicious, three-month-long cold being passed around
like the plague. Is my post-nasal drip contagious? Can I pass the illness
along to my classmates with my sneeze, which by the way, comes out of
the body at a terrorizing force of 90 miles per hour? And we thought
snot rockets were quick.
The one good thing this season provides us with is an excuse to say
stupid thingp. Due to the reduced amount of oxygen getting through our
congested noses to our heads, information processing happens a litde
slower. Nothing coming in or out of our brains will make sense. Just be
patient with our gibberish, please.
Steve Hill and Chrissy Roth are journalism seniors and Mustang Daily colum
nists who hate having to wash their cars after a breezy night. Wanna wash their
cars for them? E-mail them at QuitYerBitchinCP@yahoo.com.

I used to get my drama fiom reality
TV. Yet as the backstabbing among the
young and good looking dwindles in
its intensity, I am forced to turn cau
tious eyes to the political arena, a neverending medium for human, American
pissiness.
Perhaps, as usual, 1 am beginning in
too vague a manner. The particular
comment to which 1 am referring
when I speak of “Washington drama”
is the one recendy ignited comparing
the Vietnam War to the war in Iraq.
I am beginning to think that all of us
U.S. dwellers need to w h^ out the
dusty American history textbook fiom
higji school and spend a few hours in a
mini history lesson.
Let us begin. Remember why we
started the war in Vietnam. Supposedly,
the evil incarnate communists were
going to take over the world and create
an entire nothing short of physical
hell. So, the chivalrous American gov
ernment sent the boys in to do a man’s
job. Unfortunately, as you probably
know, this proved to be a very stupid
idea, seeing that the American heroes
got their as.ses kicked to the extreme
dissatisfaction of the folks back home.
Now let’s review why we started the
war in Iraq. This bearded man named
Saddam Hussein had a reigning history
of royally upsetting the U.S. govern
ment (and a few others). After years of
unsuccessful attempts at catching and
killing Hussein, a rather arrogant Texan
decided that he was going to succeed
where others had previously failed.

Letter

I love my country, but I fear my gov
ernment. This being said, my opinion
of George W Bush is not a good one. It
is my belief that he has made an atro
cious debacle of his term in office,
using his power fbr personal gain while
neglecting his duty to protect the ordi
nary person (by protection I do not
mean having my phone tapped).
Whether you love or hate Bush, the
recent actions taken by his administra
tion are troubling. Under the guise of
reform for “outdated” labor laws. Bush
decided to gut worker’s rights to over
time pay. Under the new regulations.
L e t t e r s
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‘I Just didn't want to cut some of the balls off."

Vietnam simply because that’s the only
other military endeavor in the ol’
memory bank that angered the masses.
There’s another problem in militantly insisting that Iraq is Bush’s Vietnam.
This problem lies in the fact that this
present military situation is nowhere
near being over. We got Hussein —
good for us. But we’re still there.
We’re handing over governmental
control to the Iraqis on June 30.
Everyone’s waiting with bated breath
to see whether or not this happens in
totality. Many are of the opinion that
more troops will be shipped over to
sustain the government, rather than the
United States leaving the country to its
own devices.
1 see where the comparison comes
fiom. We’re getting guerilla resistance
and our allies are skeptical — reminis
cent of theVietnsun episode.Yet I think
it’s too early in the game to call it
Vietnam — a word that resounds in
American memory as a tragedy and a
monumental American mistake.
I’m in no way a Bush fan, but I’d like
to be optimistic enougji to think that
the situation in Iraq will not escalate to
the climactic steamroller of human life
that emerged fiom the war in Vietnam.
Haven’t we learned something by
now? My gut tells me we haven’t, but
I’d love to be proven wrong in the
coming months.
I really hope that this situation is not
the legacy of an overzealous president.

Anna Piepmeyer is a writer for the Daily
Utah Chronicle at the University of Utah.

Editor
worker’s earning as little as $23,660 a
year may lose their guaranteed rigjit to
overtime compensation, leaving the
decision of whether or not to pay in
the hands of their bosses. The White
House has fought tooth and nail for the
past year to prohibit Congress fiom
passing legislation designed to prevent
this cut. To the dismay of a Congress
that has already voted against these new
rules, the White House is slowly getting
its way. This cannot happen. Overtime
cuts are pay cuts.
When workers are stripped of their
overtime rigjits, their employers can
force them to work more hours for less
pay. These cuts will likely hurt the
economy by discouraging job creation.

as additional labor will become less
necessary. It seems the only people who
have anything to gain by these new
policies are basiness owners.
Bush is taking money out of our
hands and putting it in the pockets of
our bosses. Finally, 1 should note that in
writing this letter 1 am responding to
the call of MoveOn.org to its newslet
ter subscribers, requesting the readers
to write letters to their local papers. I
am so confused by the rationale behind
Bush’s policy, and I’ve stopped trying to
understand. I want him out of office.
Please vote this November.
Matthew Holden is a general engineering
sophomore.
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And succeed he did, albeit doing so
under the pretense of searching for
weapons of mass destruction, while
potentially lying to the American pub
lic. Now President Bush’s reason for
staying in Iraq is to root out and stamp
on some pesky terrorists.
Huh?
At this point, we do have one simibrity.Two wars were started for poten
tially stupid reasons and one under false
claims. Yeah, Hussein’s a bad guy and
yeah, communism may have been a
repressive practice — but are they one
and the same? I’m going to go out on
a limb here and say, “no.”
Let us now examine casualties. The
Vietnam War took more than 58,000
American lives. The present death toU
in Iraq is less than 700, according to
USA Today. Remember, though, that
Vietnam lasted nearly a decade, while
the U.S. invasion and occupation of
Iraq has just reached 13 months.
Let it also be said that Vietnam is a
country in Southeast Asia while Iraq is
smack-dab in the area known as the
Middle East. Therefore, unless 1 really
did fail fieshman geography, they are
not one and the same.
Before you accuse me of gnariy
tedium and overly blatant sarcasm
without reason, allow me to explain.
Iraq is not the same as Vietnam, and it
is unfair and ridiculous to go around
comparing the two simply because
they are two incidents that upset the
public and made the White House
look stupid. If you are mad about a mil
itary endeavor, it’s not logical to call it
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Garner proves young at heart in new ‘chick fiick’
" 1 3 G o in g o n 3 0 " d o e s n ’t r e h a s h " B i g , ” p r o v e s s t a r ’s
v e r s a t ilit y a s a n a c t r e s s

Christina Joslin
MUSTANG DAILY

It seems pretty impossible to
think that a 13-year-old girl could
magically become an adult
overnight, but the movie “ 13
Going on 30” appears to pull it off
pretty well in most respects.
The movie is witty and sophis
ticated with a splash o f childish
nonsense.
Jenna R ink, a typical nerdy
teenager, is willing to do whatever
it takes to be a part o f the popular
crowd in school. While stuffing
her bra with tissue and reading her
favorite magazine Poise, Jenna
dreams o f being 30, flirty and
thriving. A mixture of spoiled lit
tle girls, Matty (Jenna’s pudgy best
friend and neighbor), wishing
dust, a closet and a dream house
bring Jenna’s dream into reality.
Once grown up, Jenna becomes
a ruthless and successful magazine
editor, teaching herself (with the
help o f Matty) how to flourish
within the fast-paced world o f
New York City. All the while, she’s
trying to be an adult without let
ting go o f her inner child, using
those girlish insights to accelerate
within her company.
Jennifer Garner, who plays the
32-year-old Jenna, shines past her
normal butt-kicking roles in
“Alias” and “Daredevil.” Through
delightfully youthful facial expres
sions and body language. Garner

convinces the audience that she
really is a child trapped in an
adult’s body. She is shy yet clever,
confused and balanced.
She brings out the kid in you
(that you may have never thought
was there).
With typical chick flick silliness
and hum or,“ 13 Going on 30” may
be the the best thing since “How
to Lose a Guy in 10 Days.” The
movie is filled with ridiculous lit
tle jokes and innuendos that bring
you bouncing back to the past.
G arner’s naive thoughts are
brought out into some o f the fun
niest scenes o f the movie.
Being compared to Tom Hank’s
classic “Big,” this movie survives
being thrown into the same genre
and still hosts a bouquet o f origi
nal ideas. Although “ 13 Going on
30” does leave a lot up to the
imagination, it’s a bit more realis
tic than “Big.” It seems more plau
sible that a woman would wake up
17 years later in life than a man
who wakes only looking 18 years
older. Plus, Garner isn’t in pursuit
o f finding a way to change herself
back to being a child; she simply
learns how to deal with her cir
cumstances and grows to be a big
ger person (metaphorically).
Another great aspect o f this
story is that the writers are trying
to teach the audience a lesson. It
may seem obvious and corny, but
it’s done in such a cute and goodhearted way that no one seems to
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As a 13-yearold In a 32-yaar-okTs body, Jennifer Gam er strays from her tough gal role In “Allas.”

mind. Jenna looks back on the
many years that she missed
(overnight) and realizes that she
didn’t grow up to be the person
she wanted to be. The movie
shows that no matter what age you
are, changes can still be made to
make yourself a better person.
“ 13 Going on 30,” although
charming and funny, still lacks
some sense o f veracity and assur
ance. The movie expects that the
audience will believe in the magi-

cal and supernatural (which
shouldn’t be too hard since we are
in the age o f“Lord o f the Rings”).
This fantasy is the only thing that
moves the plot forward, not to
mention that the ending comes
about so quickly that the audience
is left feeling a bit uncertain of
what actually happens.
Overall, the movie is filled with
handfuls o f harmless flashbacks,
which is one o f the aspects that
makes it so enjoyable. This can

only mean one thing: Leave it to
the women to go out and sec this
movie.
Men, don’t get suckered into
this one because you’ll only leave
feeling unsatisfied and over
whelmed with girliness, and your
date will be jum ping around try
ing to act like she’s 13 again.
Enjoy the actors and the plot —
and take them lightly — and go
into the movie with an open mind
and a young heart.

New Denzel film tops the box ofñce Colorado students gather
pers. It’s the latest in a line of suc
cessful vengeance films to score
fin a lly f a lls f r o m T o p 1 0
well with moviegoers, following last
week’s No. 1 debut for “Kill Bill —
Anthony Breznican
Vol. 2” and the successful runs for
AP ENTERTAINMENT WRITER
“The Punisher” and “Walking Tall.”
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Denzel
The audience for “Man on Fire”
Washington, who sets out to rescue was about 55 percent female, said
a little girl in “Man on Fire,” pushed Bruce Snyder, the head o f distribu
aside another little girl in the com tion for 20th Century Fox, which is
edy “ 13 Going on 30” to claim the unusual for an action-adventure
top spot at the weekend box office. movie.
The violent revenge thriller
Garner, despite her fanbase fixim
“Man on Fire” debuted with $23 the “Alias” TV spy show, remains a
million, while Jennifer Garner’s relatively untested commodity
lighthearted child-in-an-adult’s- among movie audiences. Her film’s
body movie “ 13 Going on 30” close second-place finish suggests a
came in at No. 2 with a close $22 star on the rise and continued
million, according to studio esti strong box-office returns could
mates Sunday.
help propel her to the ranks of
The million dollar difference is female mega-stars like Reese
close enough that the films could Witherspoon and Julia Roberts.
switch places when final figures are
“This is a stepping stone to star
released Monday.
dom,” said Tom Sherak, a partner in
This
marks
Washington’s Revolution Studios, which pro
strongest opening since his Oscar- duced the movie for distributor
winning role in “Training Day,” Sony. “The camera loves her, you
winch opened in October 2001 can see it, you can feel it.
with $22.5 million. He has lately Everybody talks about her (in
had a two-year lukewarm spell with Hollywood). Once she gets out and
the drama “Antwone Fisher” and gets to middle America she’s going
the thriller “O ut of Time.”
to be a big, big star.”
“This is a harder-edged Denzel.
The key to her success,
People seem to like that and he can Dergarabedian said, is that the
pull it off,” said Paul Dergarabedian, super-fit actress appeals to both
president o f box-office tracker genders. The tough-as-nails star is
Exhibitor Relations.
not an overt sexpot, nor a willowly
Washington stars in “Man on sweetheart.
Fire” as a security guard who goes
“What she brings to the table is a
on a vicious spree to save 10-year- sexiness to her, but a down-to-earth
. . , .,ol4 ^Dakota, Fanning irpui .ki4ni>p-, iikeability” . D^rgarab.edian . said.
“T h e
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“The premise of “ 13 going on 30”
has been used numerous times, but
the marketing campaign has been
very effective. The title tells you the
demographics of this film. They
certainly showed up.”
Quentin Tarantino’s “Kill Bill —
Vol. 2” ranked third in its second
week with $10.4 million, and Rick
Sands, chief operating officer of
Miramax, said the simultaneous
DVD debut of the first installment
helped feed interest in the follow
up.
After an Easter surge to No. 1,
“The Passion of the Christ” fell out
of the top 10 this weekend to rank
No. 11 with $2.1 million. Since
opening on Ash Wednesday, the
movie has taken in a spectacular
$364.3 million domestically.
Estimated ticket sales for Friday
through Sunday at North American
theaters, according to Exhibitor
Relations Co. Inc. Final figures will
be released Monday.
1. “Man on Fire,” $23 million.
2. “ 13 Going on 30,” $22 million.
3. “Kill Bill — Vol. 2,” $10.4 mil
lion.
4. “The Punisher,” $6.1 million.
5. “Home on the Range,” $3.4
million.
6. “Johnson Family Vacation,”
$3.15 million.
7. “Scooby-Doo 2: Monsters
Unleashed,” $3.13 million.
8 . “Hellboy,” $3 million.
9. “Ella Enchanted,” $2.7 million.
10. “Walking Tall,” $2.6 million.

for 4/20 celebration
Scott Helser & Meagan Balink
COLORADO DAILY (UNIVERSnY OF COLORADO)

BOULDER, Colo. — Studentled congregations like the one that
gathered Tuesday at Colorado
University-Boulder’s Farrand Field
happen only once per year — and,
ironically, involve more participants
than war protests and environmental
rallies combined.
April 20 (or 4/20, as it is more
popularly known) is the unsanc
tioned but religiously observed
marijuana-centered holiday in
which hundreds of students and
other young Boulderites participat
ed or just watched.
“It’s an excuse to get really hij^,
and that’s why we love it,” said firshman Christopher Andrews.
His friend Zach Woodward gave
city officials credit for their lax treat
ment of a “stoner celebration in a
Stoner town.”
Some people participated for the
first time.
“Today was the first time I
smoked — and it was all right, I
guess,” said freshman Thomas Smith.
Other groups expressed both
shock and chagrin at the laid-back
and strongly scented amiosphere at
Farrand, especially in regard to the
police presence, which was incon
spicuous.
“It’s crazy that the town con
dones it,” Emily Thompson said. “It
seems that with their non-tolerant
alcohol policy, it’s weird that they
condone i t n o t that it’s a bad thing

that they condone it, don’t get me
wrong.”
CU Police spokesman Tim
McGraw explained that getting
caught with an ounce of marijuana
is considered a minor petty offense,
punishable with a $100 fine.
“It’s not that we don’t do any
thing,” McGraw said. “Beforehand,
we try to get the word out to peo
ple — if someone is found guilty for
a drug offense (by CU Judicial
Affairs), it could count as a strike
against them.”
But CU officers do observe the
gathering to make sure it is peaceful.
“We want to be mindful of not
creating a bigger problem than what
we are facing,” McGraw said.
Vendors at the celebration were
plentiful, and found themselves met
with mixed feelings and a range of
success.
One owner, working an ice
cream and dessert cart through the
crowd, blamed mediocre sales on
windy weather that blew a sweet
aroma across campus.
“These are just straight, but that’s
why they’re not selling,” said entre
preneur A1 Mejeff, holding a box of
cookies and wrapped brownies for
sale.
“Some kids take it too far, like
with that ‘Happy 4/20 bullsh— ,’”
said an attendee who identified
himself as Adam Girth.
He was still happy to celebrate
the afternoon, noting, “This is just
the one day out of the year it feels
like it’s legal.”
- ' .**
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Huge throngs
march in support
of abortion rights
the core if Bush gets a second term.
“ Know your power and use it,” Rep. Nancy
s t a t e g o v e r n m e n t s a n d r e lig io u s
Pelosi of California, House Democratic leader,
c o n s e r v a t i v e s in l a r g e s t g a t h e r i n g s
exhorted the masses. “ It is your choice, not the
s in c e 1 9 9 2
politicians’.”
And feminist Gloria Steinem accused Bush
Elizabeth Wolfe
ASSOCIATED PRESS
of squandering international good will and tak
ing positions so socially conservative that he
W ASHINGTON — Abortion-rights sup seems — according to Steinem — to be in
porters marched in huge numbers Sunday, league with the likes of Muslim extremists or
roused in this election year by what they see as the Vatican.
an erosion of reproductive freedoms under
Democratic Sen. Hillary Clinton o f New
President Bush and foreign policies they say York, referring to the 1973 Supreme Court
decision legalizing abortion, said the adminis
hurt women worldwide.
Political agitation suffused the gathering, the tration is “filled with people who disparage sex
largest in favor of abortion rights since an esti ual harassment laws, who claim the pay gap
mated 50(),(K)() assembled in 1992. The target: between women and men is phony ... who
Bush, like-minded officials in federal and state consider Roe v.Wade the worst abomination of
constitutional law in our history.”
government and religious conservatives.
Speaking beyond the masses to policy-mak
ers, Francis Kissling of f^atholics for a Free i i
(The administration is) filled with
Choice declared, “You will hear our propeople ... who consider Roe v.
choice voices ringing in your ears until such
time that you permit all women to make our
Wade the worst abomination o f
own reproductive choices.”
constitutional law in our history.
Women joined the protest from across the
-SEN. HILLARY CLIN TO N
nation and from nearly 60 countries, asserting
D -N Y
that damage from Bush’s policies is spreading
far beyond U.S. shores through measures such
as the ban on federal money for family-plan
ning groups that promote or perform abortions
Organizers set up voter registration tables;
supporters of John Kerry, the Democratic pres
abroad.
Authorities no longer give formal crowd idential candidate, handed out stickers. The
estimates but said the crowd was hundreds of event was not overtly partisan but denuncia
thousands strong. The Washington-area com tions of Bush set the tone from the stage and
muter train system alone carried 138,()()() pas the ground.
The throngs gathered by the Washington
sengers Sunday morning, three times as many as
Monument
for opening speeches and set off
the previous Sunday.
along Pennsylvania Avenue, looping back to the
Carole Mehlman, 68, came from Tampa, Fla.,
Mall near the Capitol.They moved slowly, bot
to support a cause that has motivated her to
tlenecked by their own numbers.
march for 30 years, as long as abortion has been
A :iiuch smaller contingent of abortion
legal.
opponents assembled along a portion o f the
“ 1 just had to be here to fight for the next route to protest what they called a “death
generation and the generation after that,” she march.” Among them were women who had
said. “We cannot let them take over our bodies, abortions and regretted it; they dressed in
our health care, our lives.”
black.
Advocates said abortion rights are being
Tabitha Warnica, 36, of Phoenix, said she had
weakened at the margins through federal and two abortions when she was young.
“We don’t have a choice. God is the only one
state restrictions and will be at risk of reversal at

A d v o c a t e s ta rg e t B u s h a d m in is t r a t io n ,

who can decide,” she said.
Police used barricades and a heavy presence
at that site to keep it from becoming a flash
point. Both sides yelled at each other as the
vanguard of the march reached the counter
demonstration.
“Look at the pictures, look at the pictures,”
shouted abortion opponents, holding up big
posters showing a fetus at eight weeks.
“Lies, lies,” marchers shouted back.
Police arrested 16 people from the Christian
Defense Coalition for demonstrating without a
permit and another anti-abortion protester for
throwing ink-filled plastic eggs at rally signs.
Celebrities familiar to the abortion-rights
movement led the parade, among them Whoopi
Goldberg, Kathleen Turner, Cybill Shepherd
and media mogul Ted Turner.
“There is a religious and moral superiority
and arrogance that so many, not all. Republicans
have,” said actress Linda Carter. “It is the ulti
mate intrusion by government to tell a woman
when she can have children, if she has them at
all.”
As the list o f sponsors, which included the
American Civil Liberties Union and the
National Latina Institute for Reproductive
Health, attests, the right to an abortion in the
United States was the rallying point but not the
only issue at stake for these protesters.
Organizers were fighting, too, for birth control,
sex education and better health care for women
worldwide.
“We believe it’s important to be that broadbased and diverse because the threats to repro
ductive rights are that broad-based and
diverse,” said Gloria Feldt, president of the
Planned Parenthood Federation of America.
“In our country, it’s so important to feel sol
idarity with the rest of the world on women’s
rights,” said Helena Pinto, president of
UMAR, an abortion rights group in Portugal,
where legal abortion is limited.
Although Roe v. Wade still anchors abortion
rights, so!iie states have imposed waiting peri
ods before abortions, requirements that girls
under 18 notify their parents and other limits
that have closed abortion clinics or discouraged
doctors from performing abortions.
Bush has signed a ban on what critics call
partial-birth abortion, and the first federal law
to endow a fetus with legal rights distinct from
the pregnant woman.
Abortion-rights supporters say a fragile
Supreme Court majority in favor o f Roe v.
Wade could be lost if Bush is president long
enough to fill vacancies that come up in the
court. Kerry supports abortion rights.
With the election looming,“this is a year that
is most critical,” said Vicki Bailyn, 65, who came
from Chicago to march. “The whole political
situation ... is something that is of incredible
importance to us.”
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Nev. senator
sponsors
women’s
health bill
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Sen.
Harry Reid and five other sena
tors have proposed legislation to
increase federal spending on
women’s health, family planning
and contraception programs.
The bill, which was introduced
last week, would also require
health insurance companies to
expand coverage for birth control
and direct hospitals to provide
emergency contraceptives to rape
victims who request them.
Reid, D-Nev., said wider avail
ability o f sex education, preven
tive health care and birth control
would reduce the number o f
unintended pregnancies and sexu
ally transmitted diseases.
Reid described the bill as an
opportunity "to find common
ground” among people who are
anti-abortion and those who
favor abortion rigjits.
But some conservative organi
zations were critical o f the bill.
For moral reasons, some migjit
prefer a choice of health coverage
that doesn’t encourage birth con
trol, said Pia de Solenni, director
o f life and women’s issues for the
Family Research Council.
“Secondly, people treat contra
ceptives as a cure-all that will fix
everything, and it’s not,” de
Solenni said.
The proposed legislation would
also increase funding from $278
to $643 million for public health
programs aimed at detecting
breast and cervical cancers, the
HIV virus and sexually transmit
ted diseases among women.
Reid said broadening insurance
coverages for contraceptives would
prove mote economical for health
plans that routinely cover abortions,
tubal ligations and sterilizations.
“We are not asking for special
treatment of contraceptives, only
equitable treatment within the
context o f an existing prescription
drug benefit,” he said.
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Crossword

Edited by Will Shortz

DOWN
40 Egg: Prefix
1 Opposite of
41 Baseball hit just
1
_______ Lane,
highs
beyond the
admirer of
infield
Superman
5 Big stingers
42 Bard o f ___
2 Inauguration
10 Concert
Day recital
blasters
43 Fateful day in a
20-Across
3 Command to a
14 Hawaiian island
horse
15 Maximum poker 45 Pays a landlord
bet
47 Require
4 Broods
16 Bob who lost to 48 ’ I get itr
5 l and rtexl to a
Bill Clinton
'U
road
49 G uys only
17 Warner's
6 Crooked
52 Cry to a mouse
statement after 54 "Et tu. Brute?
7 Turn on a pivot
the fact
Then fall,
8 Resident near
19 "R o o ts' author
Caesar!," e g.
the Leaning
Haley
62 Building bf’am
Tower
20 "Julius Caesar,” 63 One who
9 Make a
e g.
warned Caesar
nighttime ruckus
22
_______-fi 64 Bronx cheer
10 Not limited to
5»'
23 Bird's home
one use
65 Golfer Palmer,
24 Hre leftover
W¿
familiarly
11 Gangster's gal
27 Eve's
66 Liberals, with
12 Defendant's
64
predecessor
"the”
declaration at
30 Tortilla chip dip 6 7
_______ -bitsy an arraignment
34 Fateful day in a 68 Fabric colorers
13 Alluring
20-Across
Punt* tty Potrick M«fra<l
69 Schnau^cr in
18 The 60 s or
38 Ringer
Dashiell
36 [)rum
70s, e g .
39 Not so good
Hammett books
accompanier
21 Road section
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ifam tb be a iifeguardnf\/tla ribFSprmg^is brfenng d ils e s io get
you certified in Lifeguard Training, CPR for the Professional
Rescuer, and Title 22 First Aid. All classes are taught by certified
American Red Cross Instructors.
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46 VW
predecessors?

55 Assist in crime

56 Fannie___
requiring
50 Syrian president
37 John Philip
(securities)
ANSW ER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
caution
Sousa offering
51 "Mine eyes
57 Top notch
24 Battling
H
have seen the
41 Moistens with
m
H
25 Rudely push
58 Mix (up)
droplets
N
26 Long-billed
53 Australian
59 Deli loaves
43 "little Women*
M
wader
MM
"bear”
family name
60 Adept
28
_______ this minute
54 Land S W of
29 The Jeffersons” 44 Grows chewers
Sam oa
61 Sp. miss
M
theme *___ On
M
Up’
For answers, call 1-900-285'5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
31 Hotelier
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Helmsiey
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
32 Laziness
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACRO SS,
G N
M
33 Om ega's
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000
RE
opposite
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year).
A IL
35 Feels no
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
B L
remorse
solvers nytimes com/learning/xwords.

Mustang
D A IL Y

C

l a s s if i e d A d v e r t is in g
It's lor selling, it's lor eluhs
It's lor anytliing
( ¡lassilieds are killer!
-------------------------- Call 75(i-l 1 4 3 --------------------------

The best
newspaper
money
doesn’t buy

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Train to be behavior therapist. All
training provided to work w/child
w/autism. Educational and
behavioral program. 35 hrs/week,
weekends req. Internship poss.
Piano talent highly desired.
Arroyo Grande 9 0 4 -9 3 0 0
2 year commit.

SUM M ER CAM PS
wviiw.daycampjobs.com

Sum m er Sports Cam p Counselors
Near Stanford, $72-$90/day
www.DecathlonSportsClub.com

River Way Ranch Cam p Seeks 100
students for resident summer
camp jobs: cabin counselors, life
guards, water ski/sports
instructors, waverunners, ropes
course and more. Apply online or
call 5 5 9 -7 8 7 -2 5 5 1 ext. 3 2 0
email: rwrcamp@aol.com
wviiw. rive rway ra nchcamp.com

Place your classified now! Sell
your books, make an
announcement, whatever! Reach
the entire campus and
downtowni Call ChristI at 7561143 or submit one online at
www.mustangdaily.net

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RENTAL HOUSING

Now hiring at Steve’s ATVs
-People to shuttle quads to and
from beach, also instruct guests
on how and where to ride.
-C ounter people to answer
phonees and customer service.
In person, no phone calls
1206 W. Grand Ave, Grover Beach

Thursday, April 22
6th Annual Take Back the Night
Rally and BBQ
Come be part of the celebration!
Music by Magdalen Hsu-Li and folk
artist Ore, poetry reading by Soul
Speak and art exhibit by Larry
Kirkwood. Sponsored by the
Women's Center and Student Life
and Leadership. For more info:
75 6 -2 6 0 0

Bartender Trainees Needed
Earn $100-$200/shift.

Secure housing now for fall!

Hardworking customer service
professionals wanted for high
volume mail order company.
Position involves stringing racquets
and taking phone orders. Benefits
and advancement opp.'s available.
Rexible hours and full training.
Apply at: Tennis Warehouse
747 Buckley Rd., SLO

Models needed for 2 0 0 5
swimsuit calendar. Call local
propeller mft. Piranha Props for
more info at 781-3848

FUN - SUM M ER
www.daycampJobs.com

CM RG is actively looking for
research candidates who have
sprained an ankle. Please call
8 0 5 -5 4 9 -7 5 7 0 within 48 hours of
injury for more information about
this research study of an
investigational medication. If
eligible, you will be reimbursed for
your time and effort.

Int’l Bartender back in town one
week only. Day/eve. classes,
limited seating, call today
8 0 a 8 5 9 -4 1 0 9

Cozy 1 & 2 bedrms near Poly
COLLEGE GARDENS
54 4-3952
2 8 4 N. Chorro, SL0rentals.com

www.bartendusa.la
Part and full time positions
available!

Large private room and bath, mini
kitchen, nice area, Los Osos
5 2 8-6 19 9

Considering Abortion??
Let’s Talk.
Maureen 8 0 5 -2 3 8 -7 4 7 2

Remember Week 4 /1 6 -4 /2 3
Take Action Against Sexual Assault
and Violence Towards Women
Friday, April 16th
Jennifer St. Bridge Memorial for
survivors of sexual assault and
victims of violent crimes 4pm
Monday, April 19
Violence in the Media toward
Women Workshop 11-12 U U 22 0
W omen’s Empowerment and SelfDefense
San Luis Lounge Sign Up 5pm
Sponsored by the Women's Center
75 6 -2 6 0 0

Need an extra $ 3 6 ,0 0 0 a year?
Vending route for sale
50 high traffic locations. Cost
$5 ,0 0 0 .. 1 8 0 0 -5 6 8 -1 3 9 2 or
www.vendingthatworks.com

HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO call
Nelson Real Estate
5 4 6 -1 9 9 0 or email
steve@slohomes.com

FOR SALE
Do you want to do something
about sexual assault?
Come to a panel and roundtable
discussion with policy makers
Wednesday, April 21 from 67:30pm UU 22 0
Sponsored by the W omen’s Center
and Student Life and Leadership
For more info: 75 6 -2 6 0 0

Dean Titanium Mtn. Bike
XTR, King, Marzoc shock, medium,
$9 7 5 59 4 -1 0 1 2

G ET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN
.
THE DAILY NOW!!

3 bdrm., 1.5 bath, 2 car garage,
new appliances, $1600/m onth
2 3 4 -3 3 7 0

New home in M.B.
3bd, 2.5 ba, fully furnished, avail.
8 / 1 $2200/m o., dep.
559-905-8699

LOST AND FOUND
Lost cell phone, silver and grey ver
izon wireless flip phone, model LGVX400. Contact James Vance at
swabbiejones@hotmail.com
Huge Reward if found, just huge,
bigger than your weekly allowance.
Please cal 555-9101

Lost female Brindle Boxer
10 yr. old, goes by Pepper
Reward if found!
54 1 -0 5 5 6

r *» I »
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Basketball players
leap into new sport

i:

■Mi t- J

Eggleston said. “My competitive
nature in both sports will ulti
For most high school athletes, mately help me.”
it’s unheard of to be recruited for
Women’s basketball coach Faith
two sports. But for freshmen Mimnaugh said she is glad to have
Sparkle Anderson and Jessica both freshmen on her team.
Eggleston, it is reality.
“We (women’s basketball) sacri
Anderson is a 5-foot-2-inch fice in the spring to allow both
starting point guard with a 40- athletes to participate in track.
foot-5-inch triple jump. She was Both Amlerson and Eggleston are
on the Big West all-freshman team very good at both sports and also
for basketball.
very adamant about school. We are
Eggleston was one o f the top very happy to have them on our
reboLinders in the conference. She team and also have them helping
is a 5-foot-10-inch guard who has Cal Boly in two sports.”
a 3 9 -fo o t-1 1-inch triple j ump
Eggleston, who hails from
personal record and said she wants Oceanside, said she came for track
to clear 40 feet.
but admits she likes basketball a
“ 1 a lw a y s w a n t t o i m p r o v e m y
little bit more since she was
ju m p s
because
th e
c o m p e titio n
offered
a
full
scholarship.
l e v e l is s o m u c h m o r e i n d i v i d L j a l , ”
Anderson, who graduated from
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

FILE PHOTO MUSTANG

DAILY

Sparkle Anderson is making a smooth transition to triple Jump.

high school in San Diego, said she
was offered scholarships by many
different schools for both track
anti basketball.
“ Idaho State, CSUN and other
schools wanted me, but 1 chose
Cal Poly because 1 felt the degree
would mean more from this
school,” Anderson said. “I’m pret
ty good at both sports, and I love
competing.”
Both freshmen said they are
focused on sports as well as
school. But they said they under
stand that they might become
overwhelmed.
“With traveling for two sports
and the curriculum that they are
taking, I would understand if they
took a quarter off,” Mimnaugh
said.

Report: Track stars received
S B C Park vies for
steroids from BALCO founder AlkStar game
SAN FkA N CISCO (AP) — A
nutritionist charged with distribut
ing illegal drugs to pro athletes
told federal agents he gave steroids
to track stars Marion Jones and
Tim Montgomery in exchange for
endorsements, a newspaper report
ed Saturtlay night.
The story on the San Francisco
Chronicle’s Web site, quoting
sources who requested anonymity,
said Bay Area Laboratory CoOperative founder Victor Conte
told the federal investigators that
Jones and Montgomery received
the performance-enhancing sub
stances in exchange for endorse
ments of his nutritional supple
ment.
Jones’ attorney, Joseph Burton,
issued a statement saying the
Chronicle’s story was wrong.
“Victor Conte is either lying or
the statement was involuntarily
coerced,” Burton said. “This is a
character assassination of the worst
kind.”
“Marion has never had an
endorsement deal of any kind with
Victor Conte or any of his busi
nesses, and most specifically she has
never received any illegal sub
stances from Conte in exchange
for her endorsement of his prod
ucts.”
A lawyer for Conte told the
Chronicle that the lab owner
denied ever providing information
to federal agents about any specific
athletes receiving steroids. Conte’s
attorneys, Robert Holley and Troy
Ellerman, did not immediately
respond to phone and e-mail mes

sages from The Associated Press.
Conte said in an e-mail message
to the AP that he couldn’t com
ment. Jones’ publicist, Lewis Kay,
could not be reached for com
ment.
Jones and Montgomery, both of
whom testified last fall before a
federal grand jury that indicted
C'onte and three other men,
repeatedly have denied steroid use.
All four indicted men have plead
ed innocent.
Jones won an unprecedented
five track medals — three of them
gold — at the 2000 Sydney
Olympics.
Her
boyfriend,
Montgomery, holds the world
record of 9.78 seconds in the' 100
meters.
A source who requested
anonymity told the Chronicle that
Conte’s statements to federal inves
tigators came after agents raided
BALCO last September. Three
other anonymous sources con
firmed to the Chronicle the infor
mation about Jones receiving
drugs from Conte.
Sources told the newspaper that
federal agents were told that Jones
and Montgomery received a thenundetectable steroid known as “the
clear” and a testosterone-based
steroid known as “the cream” in
exchange for endorsing a zinc- and
magnesium-based, legal nutritional
product called ZMA.
Prosecutors have identified “the
clear” as THG, which was
unmasked last summer by antidoping officials. Five track and
field athletes and four NFL players

have tested positive for THG. Jones
and Montgomery were not among
that group.
Federal officials have refused to
make public the names o f athletes
who allegedly received perfor
mance-enhancing drugs through
BALCO. The Senate Commerce
Committee, chaired by Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz., has subpoenaed
the Justice Department’s BALCO
documents.
Two sources told the Chronicle
that those documents have been
turned over to the committee.
The San Jose Mercury News
reported early Sunday on its Web
site that federal agents claimed
Conte told them o f 27 athletes —
including Jones, Montgomery and
baseball players Barry Bonds, Jason
Giambi and Gary Sheffield — who
he allegedly supplied with steroids.
The Mercury News’ story was
based on a report the newspaper
says was prepared by an Internal
Revenue Service agent who inter
viewed Conte at the time of the
raid. The newspaper said the report
lists 15 track and field athletes,
seven NFL players and five baseball
players as having allegedly been
supplied with steroids by Conte.
C onte’s attorneys have ques
tioned the legality o f the interview
and the veracity o f the IRS agent’s
claims.
Bonds, Giambi and Sheffield —
all of whom testified before the
grand jury — have denied using
steroids. No athlete has been
charged in the case.

W Golf (5th place) ® Big West

Baseball vs. Cal State Fullerton

staci King — 8th place (236, '*-20)

fri.- sun., aprii 30 ■m » 2,7p.m.

Baseball (8 ) vs. Pacific (3)

Softball ® Cal state Northridge

Cal Poly — 5-1 in Big West play

sat., may 1, noon/2 p.m.

Softball (1 ) @ No. 20 Long Beach State (0)
Jeana Gevas - game-winning RBI (HBP)

No. 59 W Tennis (7) vs. UC Davis (0)

Alan Robinson
AP SPORTS WRITER

PITTSBURGH
— Pittsburgh and
San Francisco, both
o f which
have
opened new ball
parks since 2000,
have emerged as
the front-runners
to host the 2006
All-Star game.
Baseball
in
recent years has
rotated its annual
midsummer game
«ab.
among the numer
ous cities which
COURTESY PHOTO
have opened new The San Francisco Giants’ SBC Park, which
parks since the early opened In 2000, is one of the front-runners
1990s, and both to host the 2006 All-Star game.
Pittsburgh and San
Francisco are making strong pitch- ^tar game in 1984 at Candlestick
es for the 2006 game.
counting
St. Louis would also like to stage ^ » ^ n toward Hank Aaron’s career
its first All-Star game since 1966 home run record, the Giants could
when the Cardinals open their be a popular choice to host in
new ballpark in 2006.
2006.
Major League Baseball, howevWhile the All-Star game likely
er, probably would prefer St. Louis would have little effect on the
to be the All-Star site in a future Giants’ already healthy ticket sales,
season, when the Cardinals could the
Pirates’ attendance
has
use the game as a marketing tool dropped off each season since
to increase season ticket sales,
PNC Park opened in 2001 and
Pittsburgh is looking to host the All-Star tickets would be a welgame for the second time in 12 corned marketing tool to boost
years, which would be one o f the season ticket sales,
quickest turnarounds since the
Pittsburgh
also
is better
1961 and 1962 expansions sub- equipped to handle All-Star
stantially increased the number o f
after recently opening a
major-league cities. The 1994 „ew convention center that is
game was held at Three Rivers
1
• •
*„
San Francisco last had an All-

I t>il a \ 's

which hosted the All-Star
jp 1994

II c s I i o II

The Trivia Czar is out of town.

VMt«nlay% answar: No

a.

Cal Poly - won all nine matches

M Tennis (3) vs. UCSC (4)
Cal Poly - won doubles point

Sports editor Sean Martin can he reached at 756-1796 or
niustangdailysports(^yalioo.coni

